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,-- WRoMs| Director, FBI (1eg=a2sss> 1) — O'S wi . oa His ~ : (BE HARVEY OSWALD, AKA. . 2 = 18 = R.- CUBA . ~7GR 5 os   ReDilairtel 4-2-64 captioned, "Assassination of }o. 
President John Fitzgerald Kennedy, 11-22-63, Dallas Texas, ep” 

_ Miscellaneous, Information Concerning” relating to the inter-~. 
view of John Martin, Jr., Superintenddat of Safety, U. 8. 

*" - Post Office, Dallas, Texas. . 

With regard to the individuals referred to by Martin, 
reportedly members of the "Dallas Cinema Associates Corporation? =. 
it is pasential that these individuals, if not already inter- 
viewed, be interviewed, particularly if they have any knowledge 
whatsopver regarding the assassination of President Kennedy. . 
It is pointed out any of these individuals who alleggdly took i! 

-.  Pphotographs of the Presidential motorcade would appear to be 
.,., logical individuals for interview, The results of these 

+ dinterviewSs should be incorporated with the interviewss of 
~ Martin) in the next report submitted by you under the Oswald 

: caption. | 

- ° . You should also make efforts to review the film — 
allegedly being produced by this corporation to determine if 
it has|/ any pertinence to the inquiry being conducted by the 
President's Commission. If so, appropriate copy should be 
obtained and submitted to the Bureau for review and possible 
dissemination to the Commission. 
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et Bs” On 3-25-64, ASAC Kyle Clark of Dallas advised he ~’ 
ga*". pecelyed a request from a member of President's Commission staff 
tt" theoperating in Dallas, to interview Martin, who allegedly had 
” ation concerning assassination. Martin alleged he had 
oe never|been interviewed, Dallas was given authority to interview 
a Martin and tofurnish a copy of the results the Commission staff 

: in Dallas, 
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}*''" Mar€in had been preyiously contacted on 12-3-63 by pur *” 
Office, and at that time Yurnlebed no. information of value, . ‘~ 

uring current interview on 3-31-64 stated he and group.’ 
ers formed a corporation to produce and sell a movie, 
icant portions of which, taken by various members of corpora~ 
n 11-22-63, This appears tobe a business venture . 
lizing on fortuitous location of these individwls on 
l day. Since these individuals reported to heve taken 
raphs of President's motorcade,it is felt they should be 

‘vyiewed and.to review film taken by them. The results of. 
‘s, other interviews, and related investigation will be 

fed by Dallas and disseminated to the Commission.   

  

  
    

   


